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Best Bet Minimum Tillage 
86AL38 
J Bailey SUBASIO DOWNS Gnowellen 
To determine the interaction between seeding rate, 
deep ripping, nitrogen application and rolling. 
Seeding rate 50kg/ha or lOOkg/ha 
Deep Ripping Agroplow to 30cms or nil 
Nitrogen 30kg/ha N more than basal fertiliser or 
Rolling Flexicoil landpacker post seeding or nil 
FEB Blade plough and rake 
24/3 Roundup CT 300 mls/ha 
30/4 Deep ripped 
3/7 Seeded with airseeder to Stirling barley with Agras 1 @ 80 kg/ha 
3/7 Rolled 
19/8 N applied 
19/8 Plant counts 
11/11 Dry weights 
9/12 Harvest 
HISTORY: 
C.S.B.P. SOIL TEST: 
Phosphorus 15ppm 
Nitrate N lOppm 
Ammonium N 6 - 13 pp m 
Potassium 80ppm 
Organic Carbon 1.36 -1.91% 





DEEP NITROG RATE WHEAT DRY WT YIELD H. I. 
NO. RIP ROLLED KG. N KG/HA /M2 KG/HA KG/HA 
1 YES YES 30 50 72 9103 3678 0.40 
2 YES YES 30 100 127 8484 3188 0.38 
3 YES YES 0 50 62 7613 2809 0.37 
4 YES YES 0 100 128 7223 2654 0.37 
5 YES NO 30 50 78 8689 3191 0.37 
6 YES NO 30 100 140 8256 3163 0.38 
7 YES NO 0 50 77 7421 2983 0.40 
8 YES NO 0 lOO 123 6388 2507 0.39 
9 NO YES 30 50 66 8166 2912 0.36 
10 NO YES 30 lOO 146 7944 3540 0.45 
11 NO YES 0 50 72 4783 1914 0.40 
12 NO YES 0 100 128 5528 1951 0.35 
13 NO NO 30 50 67 7115 2589 0.36 
14 NO NO 30 100 135 7613 2794· 0.37 
15 NO NO 0 50 60 4916 1911 0.39 























I COMPONENTS 1000 
DEEP EXTRA SEED YIELD HEADS GRAIN TILLS YLD/HD AV YLD 
I 
NO. RIP ROLLED NITROG RATE KG/HA /M2 WT(g) /PLANT (g) KG/HA 
l YES YES 30 50 2995 199 44.5 2.78 15.1 3337 
2 YES YES 30 lOO 2462 163 46.6 l. 29 15.1 2825 
3 YES YES 0 50 2316 174 46.0 2.78 13.3 2562 
I 4 YES YES 0 lOO 2316 193 43.4 l. 51 12.0 2485 5 YES NO 30 50 2854 180 47.7 2.31 15.9 3023 
6 YES NO 30 lOO 2835 194 46.8 l. 39 14.7 2999 
I 
7 YES NO 0 50 2608 138 49.7 l. 79 18.9 2796 
8 YES NO 0 lOO 2259 164 45.3 l. 33 13.8 2383 
9 NO YES 30 50 2816 178 46.3 2.68 15.8 2864 
10 NO YES 30 lOO 3019 221 44.7 l. 51 13.7 3280 
I ll NO YES 0 50 2151 140 46.1 l. 96 15.3 2032 12 NO YES 0 lOO 2080 172 44.0 l,. 3 5 12.1 2015 
13 NO NO 30 50 2024 129 44.9 l. 91 15.7 2306 
I 
14 NO NO 30 lOO 2108 176 42.5 l. 30 12.0 2451 
15 NO NO 0 50 1486 102 45.1 l. 70 14.6 1698 




DRY WT YIELD 
+ RIP 7897a 302la 
- RIP 6389b 2473b 
I + ROLL 7355a 2830a 
- ROLL 6930b 2663a 
I 30 NIT 817la 313la 0 NIT 6115b 2362b 
I 50 SEED 7226a 2748a lOO SEED 7060b 2746a 
I 
1) Large deep ripping response 













Bes~ Bet Minimum Tillage 
86AL39 
M & J Hood Kojoneerup 
AIM: To determine the interaction between seeding rate, 
deep ripping, nitrogen application and rolling. 
TREA'rMENTS: Seeding rate 50kg/ha or lOOkg/ha 
Deep Ripping Agroplow to 30cms or nil 
Nitrogen 30kg/ha N more than basal fertiliser or 































12ppm - low 
5ppm - v.low 
8ppm - v.low 
50ppm - low 
.85% - v.low 
234 - normal 
22ppm - v.low 
5.2 - normal 
Agras 2 @ 140kg/ha at seeding plus 55kg/ha Urea within 5 weeks 
RESULTS: 
EXTRA SEED 
DEEP NITROG RATE WHEAT DRY 1\TT YIELD H. I. 
NO. RIP ROLLED KG N KG/HA /M2 KG/HA KG/HA 
1 YES YES 30 50 72 8338 2434 0.29 
2 YES YES 30 100 105 8155 2600 0.32 
3 YES YES 0 50 78 7110 2496 0.35 
4 YES YES 0 100 109 7463 2364 0.32 
5 YES NO 30 50 79 8142 2663 0.33 
6 YES NO 30 lOO 125 8533 3063 0.36 
7 YES NO 0 50 88 6497 2085 0.32 
8 YES NO 0 lOO 127 6856 2682 0.39 
9 NO YES 30 50 86 8083 2625 0.32 
10 NO YES 30 100 106 6960 2564 0.37 
11 NO YES 0 50 91 6647 2583 0.39 
12 NO YES 0 lOO 104 5987 2242 0.37 
13 NO NO 30 50 97 8161 3063 0.38 
14 NO NO 30 lOO 108 7646 2949 0.39 
15 NO NO 0 50 89 6125 2367 0.39 












































DEEP EXTRA SEED YIELD HEADS GRAIN TILLS 
NO. RIP ROLLED NITROG RATE KG/HA /M2 WT(g) /PLANT 
1 YES ·YES 30 50 2439 176 41.3 2.45 
2 YES YES 30 lOO 2637 189 42.4 1. 79 
3 YES YES 0 50 2896 199 39.6 2.55 
4 YES YES 0 100 2453 182 41.5 1. 67 
5 YES NO 30 50 1976 129 35.8 1. 64 
6 YES NO 30 100 3212 208 43.8 1. 66 
7 YES NO 0 50 2193 154 41.3 1. 74 
8 YES NO 0 lOO 2953 203 43.0 1. 59 
9 NO YES 30 50 3071 201 43.3 2.35 
10 NO YES 30 100 3005 197 45.0 1. 85 
11 NO YES 0 50 2675 177 43.6 1. 94 
12 NO YES 0 lOO 2429 182 42.9 1. 75 
13 NO NU 3U 50 3533 222 43.9 2.28 
14 NO NO 30 100 2646 182 45.9 1. 68 
15 NO NO 0 50 2443 168 43.9 1. 89 
16 NO NO 0 100 2811 194 43.0 1. 62 
COMMENTS: 
MAIN EFFECTS 
1) At this site the treatments were highly interactive for 
grain yield. The dry finish was the main cause of this. 
+NIT -NIT 
+RIP 268lb 2402a 
-RIP 2800c 243la 















































-ROLL +NIT 2857c 2999d 



















I believe the above results are due to rolling increasing the effects 
of root diseases. ie when disease levels increase the nitrogen and 








Best Bet Minimum Tillage 
86AL40 
J Enright Woogenellup 
To determine the interaction between seeding rate, 
deep ripping, nitrogen application and rolling. 
Seeding rate 50kg/ha or lOOkg/ha 
Deep Ripping Agroplow to 30cms or nil 
Nitrogen 30kg/ha N more than basal fertiliser or 
Rolling Flexicoil landpacker post seeding or nil 
85-Lupins, 84-Barley, 83-Lupins, 82-Pasture 
DIARY: 
19/2 Chisel polugh with•sweep points. 
2/5 Deep ripped 
17/5 Spray Roundup 700ml/ha plus 2,4-D 400ml/ha 
18/6 Spray with Spray.Seed 500ml/ha plus 2,4-D 500ml/ha 
22/6 Seeded with International 5-11 cultitrash disc drill with 
50 kg/ha Aroona plus 120kg/ha superphosphate 
26/6 Rolled 
31/7 N applied to +N plots 
31/7 Plant counts 
26/8 Hoegrass 1 1/ha plus wetter. 
24/11 Dry weights 
22/12 Harvest 


























Superphosphate @ 120kg/ha plus Urea @ 30kg/ha 























I RESULTS: EXTRA SEED 
NO. DEEP ROLLER NITROG RATE WHEAT DRY WT YIELD H. I. 
I 
RIP KG N KG/HA /M2 KG/HA KG/HA 
1 YES YES 30 50 116 7710 2007 0.26 
2 YES YES 30 lOO 158 8654 2436 0.28 
3 YES YES 0 50 99 4857 1510 0.31 
I 4 YES YES 0 lOO 170 6053 1692 0.28 5 YES NO 30 50 117 9101 2330 0.26 
6 YES NO 30 100 198 9562 2778 0.29 
I 
7 YES NO 0 50 143 6759 2054 0.30 
8 YES NO 0 100 174 8668 2838 0.33 
9 NO YES 30 50 127 8157 2000 0.25 
10 NO YES 30 100 171 6556 1753 0.27 
I 11 NO YES 0 50 110 2864 1383 0.48 12 NO YES 0 100 110 3892 1153 0.30 13 NO NO 30 50 114 6947 1729 0.25 
14 NO NO 30 100 202 6290 1753 0.28 
I 15 NO NO 0 50 130 3675 1067 0.29 16 NO NO 0 100 174 5102 1528 0.30 
I COMPONENTS 1000 
DEEP EXTRA SEED YIELD HEADS GRAIN TILLS ';{LD/HD AV YLD 
I NO. RIP ROLLED NITROG RATE KG/HA /M2 WT(g) /PLANT ; (g) KG/HA 1 YES YES 30 50 2307 146 62 1. 26 15.8 2157 
2 YES YES 30 100 2236 160 60 1. 01 14.0 2336 
I 3 YES YES 0 50 2217 113 76 1.14 19.6 1864 4 YES YES 0 lOO 2646 144 75 0.84 18.4 2169 5 YES NO 30 50 3189 179 69 1. 53 17.8 2759 
6 YES NO 30 100 3038 199 65 1. 00 15.3 2908 
I 7 YES NO 0 50 2495 129 78 0.90 19.3 2275 8 YES NO 0 100 3127 158 80 0.91 19.9 2982 
9 NO YES 30 50 2198 128 71 1. 00 17.2 2099 
I 10 NO YES 30 100 1830 130 73 0.76 14.1 1792 11 NO YES 0 50 1472 85 70 0.77 17.4 1428 12 NO YES 0 lOO 1821 113 72 1. 03 16.2 1487 
13 NO NO 30 50 1868 128 68 1.12 14.6 1799 
I 14 NO NO 30 100 2344 131 69 0.65 17.9 2049 . 15 NO NO 0 50 1976 134 81 1. 03 14.8 1522 










?..'7 ... n 
COMMENTS: 
l)Most treatments interacted significantly as shown for grain yields 
below. This was due in general to creating a crop too heavy for the 



















the area was ripped. 
The n response was consistant over the ripping treatments. 
+NIT -NIT 
+ROLL 2049c 1434a 
-ROLL 2147c 187lb 
Rolling reduced yields when N was limiting. This was due mainly to 
increased ryegrass competition which wasn't alleviated bY the 
addition of extra nitrogen. 
50 seed 100 seed 
+RIP 1975b 2436c 
-RIP l544a 1546b 
When the yield potential is increased by ripping, extra seed was 
needed to achieve this higher yield level. 
50 seed 100 seed 
+ROLL 1725a 1758a 
-ROLL 1795a 2224b 
The seeding rate response under rolling didn't occur because the season 
finished too dryly to support the larger crop in combination with higher 









Increasing N or the seeding rate increased yields. A 2 stage process 
,of attaining yield can be envisaged. The first is to increase the head 
'number by seeding rate (more plants) or N (more tillers).and the 
second is to increase growth by N. In this case 300kg of extra grain 











































TRIAL NO. : 
LOCATION: 
OFFICERS: 
Minimum Tillage Factors 
86AL62 
N. Shearer GREENRANGE 
J. Moore G. Dean 
AIH: To determine the effects of time of planting, deep 
ripping, nitrogen application and seeding technique 
on the germination and yield of wheat. 
TREATMENTS: 2 times of sowing 
2 nitrogen rates 
Minimum tillage or conventional cultivation 
Plus and minus early scarifying 
DIARY: 
6/5 Deep rip to 30 ems with agroplow 
6/5 Scarify treatments 1,2,3,4,6 & 8. 
28/5 Scarify treatments 2,4,6 & 8 
28/5 Spray treatments 1,3,5 & 7 
4/6 Seed treatments l to 8 with Aroona 80kg/ha 
6/6 Scarify treatments 9,10,11,12,14 & 16 
26/6 Scarify treatments 10,12,14 & 16 
26/6 Spray treatment 9,11,13 & 15 
30/6 Seed treatments 9 to 16 
10/7 Plant counts 
C.S.B.P. SOIL TEST: 
Phosphoru 19 fair 
Nitrate N 30 v good 
Ammonium ll v good 
Potassium 176 v good 
Organic C 1.5 fair 
Reactive 450 good 
Chloride 80 v low 
pH 5.1 low 
RECOMENDATION: 120 kg/ha plain super 
FERTILISER APPLIED: 120 kg/ha plain super drilled with seed at seeding 
RESULTS: 
TIME OF 









































































































Winter waterlogging severely affected the second time of planting 
because it hadn 1 t begun to tiller when it got wet whereas the early 
planted plots were well tillered. 
Better weed control in the minimum tilled plots was the main reason for 
the higher yields under minimum tillage. 
Deep ripping generally reduced establishment. Seeding depth was the same. 









South Coast Potential Yield Factors 
86 AL 81 
Subasio Downs - Gnowellen 
To determine the effects of Methyl bromide, Basamid, 
Nemacur, Lorsban/Heptachlor and Rovril/Benlate/Ridomil/ 






















Methyl bromide 680 kg/ha. 
Basamid 500 kg/ha. 
Nemacur 24 litres/ha. 
Lorsban 4 L/ha + Heptachlor 32 L/ha. 
Rovril 200 kg/ha + Benlate 200 kg/ha + Ridomil 
40 kg/ha + PP450 5 kg/ha. 
Nil. 
or minus deep ripping. 
or minus potato E fertilizer 500 kg/ha. 
or minus Aquasol each 6 weeks at 130 kg/ha. 
Aroona wheat 80 kg/ha Superphosphate 128 kg/ha. 
Deep ripped. 
Methyl bromide and Basamid plots rotary hoed. 
All plots rotary hoed, Basamid and potato E 
applied. 
Applied treatments 3, 4 and 5 all plots hoed. 
Applied Methyl bromide. 
Seeded. 
Applied Aquasol. 
Sprayed 1 litre/ha Hoegrass. 
Sampled. 
Applied Aquasol. 






































































DEEP FRESH DRY WT DRY WT TILLER LEAVES %DISC %DISC 
No.PESTICIDE. FERT RIP G/PL G/PL KG/HA /PLANT /PLANT PRIM SECO 
1 METHYL BROMIDE AQUASOL NO 6.68 1.03 1000 3.75 14.50 0.50 0.00 
2 BASA~D AQUASOL NO 2.96 0.39 0 3.60 12.60 0.55 0.00 
3 NEMACUR AQUASOL NO 6.34 LOS 728 3.50 14.00 2.25 0.25 
4 IDRSBA.i.\1/HEPTACHIDR AQUASOL NO 4. 89 0. 78 94 7 3. 30 12.60 0. 50 0. 75 
5 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 AQUASOL NO 8.04 1.21 1488 4.35 15.75 2.00 0.00 
6 NIL AQUASOL NO 6.86 1.02 1249 4.30 16.55 1.00 0.50 
7 METHYL BROMIDE NIL NO 6.13 0.99 925 3.80 13.35 1.00 0.00 
8 BASAMID NIL NO 2.89 0.50 0 3.40 12.90 1.50 0.00 
9 NEMACUR NIL NO 4.17 0.65 630 3.50 13.30 5.50 0.50 
10 LORSBAN/HEPTACHIDR NIL NO 2.89 0.48 568 2.70 9.90 3.75 1.00 
11 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 NIL NO 4.65 0.75 1080 3.65 12.60 0.75 0.50 
12 NIL NIL NO 3.29 0.55 917 2.80 10.65 16.00 3.75 
13 ~~ BROMIDE AQUASOL YES10.08 1.58 2161 5.50 19.25 1.50 0.00 
14 BASAMID AQUASOL YES 3.92 0.71 0 4.50 16.50 0.50 1.50 
15 NEMACUR AQUASOL YES 4.90 0.86 933 3.60 13.55 5.00 0.75 
16 LORSBAL~/HEPTACHIDR AQUASOL YES 4.01 0.68 1070 3.05 11.45 8.00 2.50 
17 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 AQUASOL YES 4. 75 0. 73 920 3.20 11.70 1.00 0.25 
18 NIL AQUASOL YES 3.62 0.64 925 2.95 10.70 2.50 1.00 
i9 MErHYL BROMIDE NIL YES 5.56 0.93 1143 4.05 14.85 0.75 0.00 
20 BASA~D NIL YES 1.62 0.37 0 3.30 11.80 0.50 0.00 
21 NEMACUR NIL YES 5.14 0.95 931 3.70 13.90 11.00 1.00 
22 IDRSBAN/HEPTACHIDR NIL YES 2.80 0.51 727 2.65 10.35 3.50 0.25 
23 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 NIL YES 4.19 0.69 1139 3.30 11.90 l. 75 1.00 
24 NIL NIL YES 2.84 0.52 957 2.70 9.75 6.35 0.75 
No.PESTICIDE. FERT 
1 METHYL BROMIDE AQUASOL 
2 BASAMID AQUASOL 
3 NEMACuR AQUASOL 
4 IDRSBAN/HEPTACHIDR AQUASOL 
5 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 AQUASOL 
6 NIL AQUASOL 
7 METHYL BROMIDE NIL 
8 BASk~D NIL 
9 NEMACUR NIL 
10 IDRSBAN/HEPTACHIDR NIL 
11 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 NIL 
12 NIL NIL 
13 METHYL BRCMIDE AQUASOL 
14 BASAMID AQUASOL 
15 NEMACUR AQUASOL 
16 I.DRSBAN/HEPTACHIDR AQUASOL 
17 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 AQUASOL 
18 NIL AQUASOL 
19 METHYL BROMIDE NIL 
20 BASAt~D NIL 
21 NEMACUR NIL 
22 IDRSBAN/HEPTACHIDR NIL 
23 ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL/PP450 NIL 
24 NIL NIL 
1000 
DEEP PLANrS HEADS DRY WT GRAINS GRAIN YIELD H. I. 
RIP /M2 /M2 KG/HA /M2 WT (g) KG/HA 
NO 98 330 7800 8088 38 3060 0.39 
NO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
NO 70 124 2530 2542 26 660 0.26 
NO 122 193 4130 4421 33 1495 0.36 
NO 123 209 4750 3621 37 1325 0.28 
NO 122 158 3075 2609 26 710 0.23 
NO 94 247 6660 6017 43 2605 0.39 
NO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
NO 97 169 3565 3700 29 1090 0.31 
NO . 118 162 3535 2989 26 785 0. 22 
NO 145 238 5290 4374 39 1705 0.32 
NO 166 196 3155 2872 24 690 0.22 
YES 137 399 8950 8948 38 3420 0.38 
YES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
YES 108 197 4185 3934 27 1070 0.26 
YES 158 263 5765 5791 32 1840 0.32 
YES 126 266 6235 4814 37 1800 0.29 
YES 146 295 6055 5409 31 1670 0.28 
YES 124 332 7920 7712 39 3030 0.38 
YES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
YES 98 184 3710 3821 28 1050 0.28 
YES 142 163 3245 3281 33 1085 0.33 
YES 165 236 4935 3914 36 1455 0.29 
YES 185 214 3630 3478 30 1055 0.: 
10 
COMI1ENTS: 
Methyl bromide is a gaseous soil fumigant that kills most fungi, insects 
and seeds 
Aquasol %analysis 23% N, 4% P, 18% K, .05% Zn, .06% Cu, .0013% Mo, .04% S, 
Potato E analysis 3.5% N, 7% P, 6.6% K. 
Dry Matter Production 
Winter growth was doubled by the combination ripping fumigation and 
extra nutrients. All other treatments yielded approximately equally. 
Grain yields correlated with spring and not winter growth. 
High levels of spring growth were obtained where plots were fumigated or 
deep ripping was combined with high nutrient levels. 
There was a strong interaction between ripping and nutrient response when 
the plots were not fumigated. 
Rhizoctonia is not thought to be a factor because of the rotary hoeing 
pre seeding should have controlled the disease. 
Yield Potential 
In general the yield potential as reflected by the no. of grains, no. of 
heads, dry weight and actual grain yield increased as each factor (viz 
ripping, fumigation or nutrition) was supplied. 
Fumigation improved the,harvest index, indicating the major disease 
effect was in spring. 
DISEASE Winter dry Spring dry Grains Yield 
RIP CONTROL NUTRIENTS wt kg/ha wt kg/ha /m2 kg/ha 
+ FUMIGATION + 2161 6789 8948 3420 
+ FUMIGATION 1143 6777 7712 3030 
+ FUNGICIDE + 920 5315 4814 1800 
+ FUNGICIDE 1139 3796 3914 1445 
+ NIL + 925 5130 5409 1670 
+ NIL 957 2673 3478 1055 
FUMIGATION + 1000 6800 8088 3060 
FUMIGATION 925 5735 6017 2605 
FUNGICIDE + 1488 3302, 3621 1325 
FUNGICIDE 1080 4210 4374 1705 
NIL + 1249 1826 2609 710 






















































TITLE: SOUTH COAST YIELD POTENTIAL FACTORS 
TRIAL NO.: 86AL82 
LOCATION: J.,C.& T. Enright WOOGENELLUP 
OFFICERS: J. Moore G. Dean 
AIM: To determine the effects of Methyl Bromide, Basamid, 
Nemacur, Lorsban/Heptachlor and 
Rovral/Benlate/Ridomil/PP450 on cereal yields under 
normal and non limiting nutrient status 










Nemacur 24 litres/ha. 
Lorsban 4 L/ha + Heptachlor 32 
Rovril 200 kg/ha + Benlate 200 
40 kg/ha + PP450 5 kg/ha. 
Nil. 
b) Plus or minus deep ripping. 
L/ha. 
kg/ha + Ridomil 
c) Plus or minus potato E fertilizer 500 kg/ha. 
d) Plus or minus Aquasol each 6 weeks at 130 kg/ha. 
e) Seed Aroona wheat 80 kg/ha Superphosphate 128 kg/ha. 
HISTORY: 
85-Lupins, 84-Barley, 83-Lupins, 82-Pasture. 
DIARY: 
13/5 Rotary hoe treatments l & 2 
29/5 Rotary hoe all plots Apply Basamid and Potato E 
6/6 Apply treatments 3,4 & 5. Rotary hoe all plots 
16/6 Apply Methyl Bromide 
26/6 Seed with Aroona 80kg/ha plus super 120 kg/ha 
18/7 Apply Aquasol 
4/9 Plant samples. Apply Aquasol 
10/10 Apply Aquasol 
/12 Harvest and Yield Components. 










Superphosphate @ l20kg/ha 




































FRESH DRY WT DRY WT TILLER LEAVES %DISC. 
G/PL G/PL KG/HA /PLANT /PLANT ROOT 
8.27 1.03 1921 4.70 17.35 0.38 
1.93 0.27 0 3.11 10.29 0.06 
4.85 0.77 1905 3.60 13.25 0.00 
4.58 0.70 1623 3.40 12.30 0.63 
5.96 0.80 1589 3.95 13.55 0.13 
6.93 0.91 1894 3.70 14.65 0.13 
















5 SOIL FUNGICIDE ** 
6 NIL 



















2.70 0.40 0 3.38 12.05 0.13 
1.65 0.24 466 1.75 7.15 0.13 
1.10 0.18 344 1.40 5.65 0.50 
2.05 0.29 624 1.85 6.20 o.oo 
1.16 0.17 317 1.15 5.60 0.13 
DECEMBER 86 1000 
PlANTS HEADS DRY wr GRAINS GRAIN 
/M2 /M2 KG/HA /M2 wr (g) 
186 689 14190 16313 25 
0 0 0 0 0 
247 506 12410 13226 34 
231 427 9415 9932 31 
199 464 12735 13468 30 
209 354 11435 11563 35 
200 409 13080 10968 41 
0 0 0 0 0 
196 280 7665 5711 42 
197 232 4910 4679 34 
217 302 7605 7339 40 




























** SOIL FUNGICIDE = ROVRIL/BENLATE/RIDOMIL(PP450 
COMMENTS: 
Methyl Bromide is a gaseous fumigant that kills most fungi, insects 
and seeds 
Basamid killed the wheat. It needed more time to dissipate than allowed. 
Aquasol % analysis 23% N, 4% P, 18% K, .05% Zn, .06% Cu, .0013% Mo, 
Dry Matter Production 
Fumigation had no effect on winter growth where luxury amounts of 
nutrients were applied. 
The fumigation effect an winter graowth at low nutrient levels is 
probably a response to nutrients released by fumigation rather than 
disease suppression 
In contrast, maximum spring growth is only achieved where fumigation 
Nutrient application increased spring growth by 95%. Fumigation increased 









































Disease Extra Winter Growth Spring Growth Grains Yield H. I. 
Control Nutrients (kg/ha) (kg/ha) /m2 (kg/ha) 
FUMIGATION + 1921 12269 16313 4190 0.30 
FUMIGA'riON 1079 12001 10968 4485 0.34 
FUNGICIDE + 1589 11146 13468 4160 0.33 
FUNGICIDE 624 6981 7339 2930 0.39 
NIL + 1894 9541 11563 4235 0.37 
NIL 317 4883 4372 1595 0.31 
Spring growth is responsive to disease control whilst winter growth is not 
despite the very low levels of root discoloration observed. 
Yield Potential 
Fumigation increased the yield potential by increasing th number of tillers, 
lenves and grains and dry matter production. Because of the dry spring 
Lhis vutential was not realised. -
The relationship between dry weight and the number of grains/m2 broke 
down when low nutrient plots were f~migated. 
14 
TITLE: 







TIME OF PLANTING BY VARIETY INTERACTiON - SOUTH COAST 
86AL87 
J.,C.,&T. Enright WOOGENELLUP 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To determine the time of planting by variety 
interaction for recomended wheat and barley varieties 
on the south coast 
Aroona, Osprey, Stirling and Forrest planted ~n 
early June or early July 
1983-5 Pasture receiving 90kg/ha super annually. 
Spray topped with gramoxone in spring 1985. 
5/6 Treatments 1,2,5'& 6 sprayed. 
12/6 Treatments 1,2,5 & 6 Seeded at 80kg/ha plus 120kg/ha Agras No.l 
8/7 Treatments 3,4,7 & 8 sprayed 
15/7 Treatments 3,4,7 & 8 seeded at 80 kg/ha plus 120kg/ha Agras No.l 
31/7 Plant counts for treatments 1,2,5 & 6 
5/9 Plant counts for treatments 3,4,7 & 8 
10/11 Dry weights for treatments 1,2,5 & 6 
24/11 Dry weights for treatments 3,4,7 & 8 
11/12 Harvest early sown barley 
30/12 Harvest wheat and late sown barley 
RESULTS: 
DRY 
TIME OF PLANTS WEIGHT 
No. VARIETY PLANT /M2 kg/ha 
1 AROONA 12/6 113 8213 
2 OSPREY 12/6 145 7416 
3 AROONA 15/7 87 7268 
4 OSPREY 15/7 114 5617 
5 STIRLING 12/6 143 7047 
6 FORREST 12/6 144 10108 
7 STIRLING 15/7 80 6340 

























Osprey and Forrest outyielded Aroona and Stirling respectively at the 
early planting time and vice versa at the late planting time 
Site was waterlogged in late winter. 
Osprey's better performance was due to a higher harvest index rather than I 
greater dry matter production. 
Aroona and Stirling were less sensitive to time of planting than Osprey 
and Forrest. Osprey dropped it s yield by over a tonne/ha and Forrest by I 
by over 2 tonne/ha from the early to late planting time, whereas 


































CAPEWEED CONTROL IN CEREALS WITH RESIDUAL HERBICIDES 
86AL45 
J.,C. & T. Enright WOOGENELLUP 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To test Picloram, Diuron and Glean for the control of 
weeds emmerging after spraying at two planting times. 
To determine their phytotoxicity on wheat and barley. 
SpraySeed/Reglone, Spray.Seed/Diuron, 
Spray.Seed/Tordon SOD, Roundup, Roundup/Diuron, 
Roundup/Tordon SOD and Roundup/Glean applied 
pre emergent to wheat or barley in June or July. 
1983-5 Pasture receiving 90kg/ha super annually. 












Treatments 1 to 6 sprayed. 
Treatments 1 to 6 Seeded at 80kg/ha plus 120kg/ha Agras No.l 
Treatments 7 to 13 sprayed 
Treatments 7 to 13 seeded at 80 kg/ha plus 120kg/ha Agras No.l 
Plant counts for treatments 1 to 6 
Plant counts for treatments 7 to 13 
Dry weights for treatments 1 to 6 
Dry weights for treatments 7 to 13 
Harvest early sown barley 





1 SPRAYSEED 750 
2 SPRAYSEED 750 
3 SPRAYSEED 750 
4 ROUNDUP 500 
5 ROUNDUP 500 
6 ROUNDUP SOO 
7 SPRAYSEED 7SO 
8 SPRAYSEED 7SO 







HERBICIDE /HA T.O.P. 
REGIDNE 2SO 12/6 
TORDON SOD 1000 12/6 
DIURON 1000 12/6 
NIL 12/6 
TORDON SOD 1000 12/6 
DIURON 1000 12/6 
REGIDNE 2SO lS/7 
TORDON SOD 1000 lS/7 
DIURON 1000 lS/7 
NIL lS/7 
TORDON SOD 1000 lS/7 
DIURON 1000 lS/7 
GLEAN lSG 15/7 
Plants per square meter Wheat Barl 
CAPE Dry wt Dry wt 
WEED CI.DVER RYE WHEAT BARL kg/ha kg/ha 
1 77 17 116.4 119 7871 9218 
0 1 s 119.8 lSl 7442 841S 
0 58 1 116.4 127 825S 9313 
1 116 4 127.4 146 80S9 8035 
0 3 7 144.4 156 7012 8254 
0 69 2 150 161 8248 8233 
0 110 6 96.8 84 3960 4957 
0 0 3 99.8 95 6400 6733 
0 56 2 89.6 97 6460 5490 
0 73 2 100.8 86 6735 4660 
0 0 4 90 7S 73S7 5692 
0 10 0 124.6 84 7744 6181 




TR.HERBICIDE /HA HERBICIDE /HA 
l SPRAYSEED 750 REGLONE 250 
2 SPRAYSEED 750 TORDON SOD 1000 
3 SPRAYSEED 750 DIURON 1000 
4 ROUNDUP 500 NIL 
5. ROUNDUP 500 TORDON SOD 1000 
6 ROUNDUP 500 DIURON 1000 
7 SPRAYSEED 750 REGLONE 250 
8 SPRAYSEED 750 TORDON SOD 1000 
9 SPRAYSEED 750 DIURON 1000 
lOROUNDUP 500 NIL 
llROUNDUP 500 TORDON SOD 1000 
12ROUNDUP 500 DIURON 1000 







































Site was waterlogged in late winter. I 
All treatments gave excellent capeweed control and there was no post 
spraying germination of capeweed at this site. 
Clover control was only adequate where Tordon SOD or Glean was used. I 
Spray.Seed/Reglone only gave marginal ryegrass control, particularly at the 
early time, considering the paddock was spray topped the previous spring. 
The reduction in Roundup efficacy on grass due to the 2,4-D commponent in 
Tordon SOD was weakly apparent in this trial. I 
BARLEY 
At the early time of planting no treatment was phytotoxic to Stirling or I 
Forrest barley. 
At the late time of planting Glean was severely phytotoxic as expected on 
barley. Other treatments were not apparently phytotoxic, but clover (not 
killed by Spray.Seed/Reglone or Roundup) reduced yields by 20%. 11 
WHEAT 
Tordon SOD reduced wheat yields by aproximately 20% at both planting times 
Diuron caused no apparent phytoxicity 
Clover left by Spray.Seed/Reglone or Roundup reduced yields by 10% at the 
early time of planting and upto 50% at the late time of planting. 
Aroona was more sensitive to pre emergent Glean than Osprey. Aroona lost 
55% of its yield due to Glean whereas Osprey only lost 10%. This may 
be due to the differing growth patterns of the varieties in relation to 






































R. Willis WOOGENELLUP 
J. Moore G. Dean 
AIM: To determine the efficacy and phytotoxicity of 
Spray.Seed/Glean and Roundup/Glean tank mixes applied 7 or 14 days 
pre seeding when the seedbed is either rolled or unrolled with a 
Flexicoil landpacker. 
TREATMENTS: 
Spray.Seed 750mls/ha tank mixed with Glean at 10 or 20g/ha plus wetter 
Roundup 500mls/ha tank mixed with Glean at 10 or 20g/ha plus wetter 
Spray.Seed 700mls/ha 
Roundup 500mls/ha 
Wheat planted 7 or 14 days post spraying 
Seedbed either rolled or not with a Flexicoil landpacker. 
DIARY: 
11/6 Spray applied to treatments 1,3,5,7 & 9 
18/6 Spray applied to treatments 2,4,6,8 & 10 
27/6 Seeded with 80kg/ha Aroona or Osprey 
6/8 Plant counts 
9/9 Ryegrass growth stages 
Nitrgen? 
I Hoegrass 750ml/ha applied 
30/12 Harvest 










FERTILISER APPLIED: 120kg/ha Agras 1 
ROLLED 
RESULTS: T.O.A. 
'IR.NO. HERBICIDERATE. Day Pre Wheat/m2 Rye/m2 
1 S.S +GL 750+10 14 136 86 
2 s.s +GL 750+10 7 129 71 
3 S.S +GL 750+20 14 133 161 
4 S.S +GL 750+20 7 143 192 
5 RU. + GL 500+10 14 122 188 
6 RU. + GL 500+10 7 133 115 
7 RU. + GL 500+20 7 135 82 
8 SPRAYSEED750 7 138 151 
9 ROUNDUP 500 7 148 186 
10 NIL 117 204 
- 18 -
Rye 




































S.S +GL 750+10 
S.S +GL 750+10 
S.S +GL 750+20 
S.S +GL 750+20 
RU. + GL 500+10 
RU. + GL 500+10 













































































































Sorrel Control Systems 
86AL43 
J. Bennett MANYPEAKS 
J. Moore G. Dean 
AIM: To compare various strategies for the use of Ally 
for sorrel control in minimum tillage situations. 
TREATMENTS: 
Early Ally then pre seeding Spray.Seed/Ally 
Pre seeding Spray.Seed/Ally 
Pre seeding Spray.Seed/Ally then post emergence Ally 
Early Ally then pre seeding Roundup/Ally 
Pre seeding Roundup/Ally 
Pre seeding Roundup/Ally then post emergence Ally 
Pre seeding Roundup/Dicamba then post e1nergence Dicamba 
Pre seeding Spray.Seed/Dicamba 
Pre seeding Spray.Seed/Dicamba then post emergence Ally 
Applied to Aroona, Osprey, Stirling or Forrest 
2 Soil types - gravelly sand or deep sand. 
DIARY: 
4/6 Ally applied to treatments 1 & 4 
13/6 Knockdown tank mixes applied 
17/6 Seeded to Aroona, Osprey, Stirling or Forrest 
31/7 Post emergent treatments applied 
31/7 Plant counts 
9/9 Plant counts 
12/11 Dry weights 
11/12 Harvest Barley 
30/12 Harvest Wheat 




HERBICIDE HERBICIDE HERBICIDE Cerea 1 Crowns Seedl in< 
TR.NO. 14 DAY PRE. 3 DAY PRE. 5 LEAF STAGE /M2 /M2 /M2 
1 ALLY lOg SS 750 + ALLY 2 136.6 40.2 2. 
2 SS 750 + ALLY 10 151.1 240.0 8. 
3 SS 750 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 118.8 32.0 56. 
4 ALLY lOg RU 400 + ALLY 2 115.7 54.0 0. 
5 RU 400 + ALLY 5 111.5 145.4 22. 
6 RU 400 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 122.8 7.8 8. 
7 RU 800 + DIC 400 DIACAMBA lOO 101.0 135.2 7. 
8 ss 750 + DIC 1000 ALLY lOg 97.9 34.3 149. 
9 SS 750 + DIC 1000 104.7 278.3 lOO. 
Sorell Cereal 
HERBICIDEHERBICIDE HERBICIDE Cover Dry Wt Yield 
TR.NO. 14 DAY PRE. 3 DAY PRE. 5 LEAF STAGE Dec kg/ha kg/ha 
1 ALLY lOg SS 750 + ALLY 2 1.3 5153 2306 
2 SS 750 + ALLY 10 12.5 5333 2160 
3 SS 750 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 1.8 5196 2160 
4 ALLY lOg RU 400 + ALLY 2 o.s 5431 2313 
5 RU 400 + ALLY 5 1.3 5743 2403 
6 RU 400 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 0.0 5513 2535 
7 RU 800 + DIC 400 DIACAMBA 1000 0.5 5665 2215 
8 SS 750 + DIC 1000 ALLY lOg 1.3 5681 2743 




HERBICIDE HERBICIDE HERBICIDE Cereal Crowns Seedlin 
TR.NO. 14 DAY PRE. 3 DAY PRE. 5 LEAF STAGE /M2 /M2 /M2 
l ALLY lOg SS 750 + ALLY 2 119.4 13.4 40 ., 
2 SS 750 + ALLY 10 122.0 122.8 214. 
3 SS 750 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 122.9 18.8 365. 
4 -ALLY lOg RU 400 + ALLY 2 117.6 16.9 78. 
5 RU 400 + ALLY 5 125.5 75.7 203. 
6 RU 400 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 140.7 2.2 236. 
7 RU 800 + DIC 400 DIACAMBA 100 135.5 108.1 356. 
8 ss 750 + DIC 1000 ALLY lOg 133.6 19.8 388. 
9 ss 750 + DIC 1000 138.4 135.4 353. 
Sorell Cereal Cereal 
HERBICIDE HERBICIDE HERBICIDE Cover Dry wt Yield 
TR.NO. 14 DAY PRE. 3 DAY PRE. 5 LEAF STAGE Dec kg/ha kg/ha 
l ALLY lOg SS 750 + ALLY 2 2.5 3255 1456 
2 SS 750 + ALLY 10 53.8 3423 1386 
3 SS 750 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 14.3 3748 1558 
4 ALLY lOg RU 400 + ALLY 2 4.3 3587 1527 
5 RU 400 + ALLY 5 16.8 3560 1489 
6 RU 400 + ALLY 2 ALLY lOg 4.8 3310 1522 
7 RU 800 + ore 400 DIACAMBA 1000 36~3 3517 1375 
8 ss 750 + DIC 1000 ALLY lOg 14.3 3190 1540 
9 ss 750 + DIC 1000 58.8 3131 1204 
COMMENTS: 
Sandy site was not harvested because sheep damaged the plots. Yields 







































TITLE: Sorrel Control for Pasture Establishment. 
LOCATION: J. Quinlan- Redmond. 
AIMS: To find a pre-seeding herbicide technique that kills Sorrel and 









By ploughing then seeding or direct seeding. 
Planting - 10 kg/ha Larisa/Trikkala Clover + 5 kg/ha Annual Rye + 25 kg/ha 
Saia Oats on 20/6/85. 
Fertiliser- 150 kg/ha Super.Potash 3:2. 
Herbicides - applied by boom spray in 60 1/ha water on 9/6/85. 










9/10 10-20 counts or ratings per plots for clover numbers and Sorrel 
growth. 
RESULTS: 
Rate Clover % Sorrel % Seedling % Sorrel 
Herbicide ml or g/ha Plough per m2 cover Sorrel Control 
Roundup 900 Yes 23 15 4 29 
Roundup 900 No 27 17 7 3 
Roundup + Dicamba 900 + 450 Yes 20 9 2 63 
Roundup + Ally 300 + 5 Yes 9 3 0.1 93 
Roundup + Ally 300 + 5 No 7 2 0.1 93 
s. Seed + Ally 1,500 + 5 Yes 32 25 10 3 
s. Seed + Ally 1,500 + 5 Yes 15 24 7 20 
s. Seed + Ally 1,500 + 5 No 15 42 17 8 
Dicamba 1,500 Yes 17 21 3 43 
Dicamba + Ally 450 + 5 Yes 6 4 0 83 
COMMENTS: 
Spray Seed stops Ally killing Sorrel. 
- 22 -
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PRE PLANT ALLY ON BARLEY 
86AL86 
MT BARKER RESEARCH STATION 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To test the phytotoxicity of ally applied 
pre planting to Stirling barley. 
TREATMENTS: Ally applied at 1,3,5 or 10 g/ha pre sowing. 
DIARY: 
23/5 Ally applied 
5/6 Stirling barley sown 
18/ll Dry weights 
9/l Grain yield 
RESULTS: 
RATE 
TRTMENT. HERBICIDE G/HA. 
l ·ALLY l 
2 ALLY 3 
3 ALLY 5 











During the year the lOg/ha Ally plots had slightly reduced height. 
Grain yields and dry weights were not adversely affected. by Ally 
pre planting. 
RAINFALL: 
Date mm Date mm Date mm 
6/5 13.8 6/6 2.3 l/7 
7/5 4.5 10/6 3.3 4/7 
8/5 3.5 12/6 4.5 7/7 
9/5 1.5 16/6 8.0 8/7 
10/5 0.3 17/6 1.3 14/7 
14/5 9.3 18/6 1.3 16/7 
15/5 14.0 23/6 1.3 17/7 
16/5 1.0 24/6 0.5 21/7 
20/5 4.8 25/6 7.5 23/7 
21/5 2.5 26/6 14.8 25/7 
21/5 2.5 28/6 4.8 28/7 
22/5 2.3 29/6 l.O 30/7 































































23/5 Ally applied 
PRE PLANT ALLY ON OATS 
86AL84 and 86AL85 
MT BARKER RESEARCH STATION 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To test the phytotoxicity of ally apllied 
pre planting to Echidna or Mortlock oats. 
Ally applied at 1,3,5 or 10 g/ha pre sowing. 
16/6 Echidna oats sown 
20/6 Mortlock oats sown 
18/11 Dry weights 








































During the year both the 5 & lOg/ha Ally plots had slightly reduced 
height. 
Grain yields and dry weights were less at the 5 and lOg/ha rates of 
Ally for both varieties of oats. 
RAINFALL: 
Date mm Date mm Date mm 
6/5 13.8 6/6 2.3 1/7 54.0 
7/5 4.5 10/6 3.3 4/7 6.5 
8/5 3.5 12/6 4.5 7/7 6.5 
9/5 1.5 16/6 8.0 8/7 0.5 
10/5 0.3 17/6 1.3 14/7 2.5 
14/5 9.3 18/6 1.3 16/7 19.5 
15/5 14.0 23/6 1.3 17/7 1.0 
16/5 1.0 24/6 0.5 21/7 1.5 
20/5 4.8 25/6 7.5 23/7 12.5 
21/5 2.5 26/6 14.8 25/7 36.6 
21/5 2.5 28/6 4.8 28/7 1.0 
22/5 2.3 29/6 1.0 30/7 15.0 













20/5 Ally applied 
PRE PLANT ALLY ON CLOVER 
86AL63 
I. Evans GNOWEELEN 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To test the phytotoxicity of ally applied 
pre planting to sub clover. 
Ally applied at 1,3,5 or 10 g/ha pre sowing. 
30/6 Clover sown with disk drill into existing pasture. 
1/9 Plant counts 
RESULTS: 
OLD YOUNG SORREL 
RATE CLOVER CLOVER CROWNS 
TRTMENT. HERBICIDE G/HA. M2 M2 M2 
1 ALLY 1 4.0 26.0 23.2 
2 ALLY 3 0.5 4.0 17.1 
3 ALLY 5 0.0 1.3 4.4 
4 ALLY 10 o.o 0.8 4.7 










Very low rates of Ally severely reduced clover present at the time of I 
spraying. 
Clover planted 10 days post spraying was severely reduced by normal 
rates of Ally. 





























































23/5 Ally applied 
5/6 Dundale peas 
RESULTS: 
PRE PLANT ALLY ON PEAS 
86AL65 
MT BARKER RESEARCH STATION 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To test the phytotoxicity of ally applied 
pre planting to Dundale peas. 
Ally applied at 1,3,5 or 10 g/ha pre sowing. 
sown 
No apparent visual phtotoxicity. 
COMMENTS: 
Trial was not harvested because of volunteer oats contamination. 
RAINFALL: 
Date mm Date mm Date mm 
6/5 13.8 6/6 2.3 1/7 
7/5 4.5 10/6 3.3 4/7 
8/5 3.5 12/6 4.5 7/7 
9/5 1.5 16/6 8.0 8/7 
10/5 0.3 17/6 1.3 14/7 
14/5 9.3 18/6 1.3 16/7 
15/5 14.0 23/6 1.3 17/7 
16/5 1.0 24/6 0.5 21/7 
20/5 4.8 25/6 7.5 23/7 
21/5 2.5 26/6 14.8 25/7 
21/5 2.5 28/6 4.8 28/7 
22/5 2.3 29/6 1.0 30/7 























23/5 Ally applied 
20/6 Rape sown 















PRE PLANT ALLY ON RAPE 
86AL67 
MT BARKER RESEARCH STATION 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To test the phytotoxicity of ally applied 
pre planting to wesbrook rape. 















Replicates 1 and most of 2 not harvested because of waterlogging. 
No apparent visual phytotoxicity during the year or shovm in 
the yield. 
RAINFALL: 
Date mm Date mm Date mm 
6/5 13.8 6/6 2.3 1/7 
7/5 4.5 10/6 3.3 4/7 
8/5 3.5 12/6 4.5 7/7 
9/5 1.5 16/6 8.0 8/7 
10/5 0.3 17/6 1.3 14/7 
14/5 9.3 18/6 1.3 16/7 
15/5 14.0 23/6 1.3 17/7 
16/5 1.0 24/6 0.5 21/7 
20/5 4.8 25/6 7.5 23/7 
21/5 2.5 26/6 14.8 25/7 
21/5 2.5 28/6 4.8 28/7 
22/5 2.3 29/6 1.0 30/7 
































































R. HURST GAIRDNER RIVER 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To assess the efficacy and cost effectiveness of 
Roundup followed by Spray.Seed one week later. 
RoundupCT at 0, lOO, 200, 300, 400, or 800 mls/ha 
followed 7 days later by Spray.Seed at 0, 200, 400, 





Spray RoundupCT plus 2% ammonium sulphate plus 0.25% wetter in 60 
Spray Spray.Seed in 59 1/ha water 



















































































































Roundup cost = $16.68 /1 

































































































































































MOUNT BARKER RESEARCH STATION 
J. Moore G. Dean 
To assess the efficacy and cost effectiveness of 
Roundup followed by Spray.Seed one week later. 
RoundupCT at 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, or 800 mls/ha 
followed 7 days later by Spray.Seed at 0, 200, 400, 
600, 800, or 1600 mls/ha 
6/6 Spray RoundupCT plus 2% ammonium sulphate plus 0.25% wetter in 57 
12/6 Spray Spray.Seed in 61 1/ha water · 



















































































































Roundup cost = $16.68 /1 

































































































































































































·TITLE: Rate, Time of Spraying and Scarifying Interaction 
on Pre-p1ant Herbicides 
TRIAL NO. : 86AL46 ~ 
LOCATION: I. Smith GREENRANGE 
OFFICERS: J. Moore G. Dean 
AIM: To test the effect of rate of herbicide, time of 
application before seeding and scarification on the 
yield and growth of wheat and barley. 
TREATMENTS: 2 rates of spray.seed and Roundup 
by 2 rates of Ally 
by 3 times of application 
by 2 levels of cultivation. 




























1 SPRAYSEED 750 
2 SPRAYSEEO 750 
3 SPRAYSEED 750 
4 SPRAYSEED 750 
5 SPRAYSEED 750 
6 SPRAYSEED 750 
7 SPRAYSEED 750 ALLY 2 
8 SPRAYSEED 750 ALLY 2 
9 SPRAYSEED 750 ALLY 2 
lOSPRAYSEED 750 ALLY 2 
llSPRAYSEED 7 50 ALLY 2 







l9SPRAYSEED 1500 AIJ...Y 2 
20SPRAYSEED 1500 ALLY 2 
21SPRAYSEED 1500 ALLY 2 
22SPRAYSEED 1500 ALLY 2 
23SPRAYSEED 1500 Ai.LY 2 
24SPRAYSEED 1500 ALLY 2 
T.O.A.DAYS 


























CEREAL RYE DOCK D. wr. YIEW** 
/M2 /M2 /M2 KG/HA KG/HA 
123 219 219 2983 1536 
120 187 187 3188 1821 
114 205 205 3393 1643 
123 159 159 3327 1714 
115 155 155 3631 1536 
123 142 142 3291 1929 
120 223 223 3743 1893 
107 230 230 3173 1500 
115 210 210 3069 1571 
115 202 202 3619 1607 
114 227 227 3204 1250 
128 205 205 2665 1107 
107 197 197 4439 3571 
114 158 158 3986 4000 
104 177 177 3808 2250 
126 170 170 3745 2536 
96 166 166 3528 2286 
114 136 136 3148 1381 
104 226 226 3548 1857 
117 192 192 3634 1821 
110 229 229 3354 1750 
116 144 144 3317 1893 
116 180 180 3208 1357 
126 138 138 2952 1548 
- 30 -
L..SI 
25ROUNDUP 400 8 y 101 273 273 2454 1786 
26ROUNDUP 400 8 N 112 268 268 2412 1321 
27ROUNDUP 400 4 y 102 285 285 2707 1500 
28ROUNDUP 400 4 N 122 246 246 2712 1393 
29RCXJNDUP 400 1 y 102 229 229 2780 1679 
30ROUNDUP 400 1 N 101 221 221 3069 1429 
31ROUNDUP 400 ALLY 2 8 y 124 167 167 2746 1429 
32ROUNDUP 400 ALLY 2 8 N 106 148 148 3339 1810 
33ROUNDUP 400 ALLY 2 4 y 107 133 133 3108 1786 
34ROUNDUP 400 ALLY 2 4 N 101 88 88 3667 2071 
35ROUNDUP 400 ALLY 2 1 y 108 111 111 4067 1875 
36ROUNDUP 400 ALLY 2 1 N 112 100 100 4271 1911 
37ROUNDUP 800 8 y 115 154 154 3155 1762 
38ROUNDUP 800 8 N 117 164 164 3202 1857 
39ROUNDUP 800 4 y 128 157 157 3330 1619 
40ROUNDUP 800 4 N 120 153 153 3087 1429 
41ROUNDUP 800 1 y 126 158 158 3419 1375 
42ROUNDUP 800 1 N 128 130 130 3616 1679 
43ROUNDUP 800 ALLY 2 8 y 120 194 194 2425 1143 
44ROUNDUP 800 ALLY2 8 N 121 179 179 2376 857 
45ROUNDUP 800 ALLY 2 4 y 116 200 200 1826 821 
46ROUNDUP 800 ALLY2 4 N 113 192 192 1840 821 
47ROUNDUP 800 ALLY 2 1 y 115 221 221 1628 607 
48ROUNDUP 800 ALLY 2 1 N 111 169 169 1549 714 















































Lontrel and Verdict on Rape 
M.B.R.S. Mt Barker 
J. Moore G. Dean 
AIM: To determine the ·phytoxicity and efficacy of Lontrel 
and Verdict on oilseed rape 
TREATMENTS: Post emergence Lontrel, Verdict and Lontrel/Verdict 
tank mixes at various rates. 
DIARY: 
16/6 Spray.Seed 2 1/ha + Dicamba 500 ml/ha + DDT 1 1/ha applied 
21/6 Scarified 
28/5 Avadex BW at 2 1/ha applied 
20/6 Roundup 500 rnl/ha applied 
23/6 Seeded with 5kg/ha 76N219-315(Westbrook sisterline) 
+ l80kg/ha Agras 1. 
Lorsban 300 ml/ha applied 25/6 
20/8 
16/12 
Agran 34:0 applied at 150 kg/ha 
Harvest 




































No apparent phytoxicity with Lontrel or Verdict 

















Yield loss due to residual grass left after Avadex BW = 2% (37kg) 






Grass Control in Lupins 
86AL61 
J Bailey SUBASIO DOWNS Gnowellen 
AIM: To determine the efficacy and phytoxicity of herbicides 
for grass control in lupins. 
TREATMENTS: Simazine, Yield or Simazine + Yield pre-emergent with 
Fusilade or Verdict post emergent. 
Roundup CT 300 mls/ha 
DIARY: 
24/3 
20/5 Pre-emergent treatments apllied with 
400mls/ha in 60 1/ha water 
Roundup CT 600mls/ha + Dicamba 
28/5 Seeded 
18/7 Post emergent treatments applied 
19/8 Weed and crop counts 
9/12 Harvest 
C.S.B.P. SOIL TEST: 
Phosphorus 21 - 35 ppm 
Nitrate N 8 - 18 ppm 
Ammonium N 2 - 4 ppm 
Potassium 206 - 389 ppm. 
Organic Carbon 1.4 - 3.0% 
Reactive Iron 674 - 891 
Chloride 63 - 100 ppm 
pH 5.8 - 7.6 
FERTILSER APPLIED: 
lOOkg/ha super copper moly zinc in autumn. 

























2 + 2 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
2 + 2 
POST-EM. RATE 
HERBICIDE mls/ha Lupins 
FUSILADE 250 53.3 
FUSILADE 50 48.7 
VERDICT 300 50.9 
VERDICT 600 54.8 
NIL ' . ·~ 53.2 
FUSILADE 250 53.5 
FUSILADE 500 50.8 
VERDICT 300 52.9 
VERDICT 600 51.3 
NIL 55.3 
FUSILADE 500 54.3 
VERDICT 600 50.9 
NIL 54.5 
Plants/m2 Yield 
Ryegrass Clover kg/ha 
27.9 21.1 1840 
12.1 16.4 1840 
16.3 18.4 1728 
6.5 21.3 2037 
66.1 19.3 1864 
10.9 23.3 2000 
30.4 15.2 1877 
9.2 16.3 1975 
3.7 17.1 1901 
53.2 16.3 1691 
19.7 26.1 1914 
12.3 26.3 1951 
123.6 18.8 1296 
No treatment gave total grass control for the prevention of Take-All 
in following cereal. Plots will be seeded to wheat for disease assessment. 
Double rates of Fusilade and Verdict improved annual ryegrass control 
but usually didn't improve yields. 
No treatment was apparently phytotoxic to the crop. 
Clover plants were severely stunted on all treatments due to pre-seeding 
Dicamba. 














































Take-All Control by I.C.I. PP450 
86AL56 
E. Norton NARRIKUP 
J. Moore G. MacNish T. Wilkinson 
AIM: To determine the yield response of crops treated 
with feriliser impregnated with PP450 in high 

















super at 80 
super at 80 
super at 80 
super at 80 






kg/ha plus PP450 
kg/ha plus PP450 
kg/ha plus PP450 
kg/ha plus PP450 
25/6 Spray Roundup CT 500mls/ha plus Glean 20g/ha 
4/7 Seed to Aroona wheat at 80kg/ha 
5/7 Roll plots 31 to 60 with flexicoil roller 
16/l Grain Yield 
RESULTS: 
RATE GRAIN YIELD (KG/HA) 
NO. g.a.i./haROLLED l 2 3 4 5 
l 0 N 787 694 625 903 903 
2 50 N 787 764 787 764 972 
3 lOO N 1019 856 764 926 1088 
4 150 N 903 856 718 833 880 
5 200 N 833 856 718 741 949 
l 0 y 394 648 532 463 301 
2 50 y 440 602 370 440 324 
3 lOO y 370 417 463 394 347 
4 150 y 347 509 463 440 417 
5 200 y 394 671 648 486 463 
COMMENTS: 
at 50 g.a.i./ha 
at 100 g. a. i./ha 
at 150 g. a. i./ha 











231 484 417 




TITLE: Take-All Control by I.C.I. PP450 
TRIAL NO.: 86AL57 
LOCATION: N. Shearer GREENRANGE 









To determine the yield response 



















80 kg/ha plus PP450 
80 kg/ha plus PP450 
80 kg/ha plus PP450 
80 kg/ha plus PP450 
10/6 Spray Roundup CT 500ml/ha plus Glean 20g/ha 
24/6 Seed to Aroona wheat at 80kg/ha 
24/6 Odd numbered reps rolled with flexicoil 
15/1 Grain Yield 
RESULTS: 
GRAIN YIELD (KG/HA) 
RATE 
of crops treated 
PP450 in high 
at 50 g. a. i./ha 
at lOO g .a. i./ha 
at 150 g. a. i./ha 
at 200 g.a.i./ha 
NOT 
ROLL ROLL 
NO. g. a. i./ha 1 2 3 4 5 6 MEAN MEAN MEAN 
1 0 1233 1473 1185 1545 1736 1425 1433 1385 1481 
2 50 1343 1521 1604 1892 1533 1425 1553 1493 1612 
3 lOO 1616 1485 1461 1688 1521 1413 1531 1533 1529 
4 150 1652 1592 1545 1760 1580 1557 1614 1592 1636 
5 200 1557 1592 1377 1772 1557 1545 1566 1497 1636 
ODD REPS ROLLED 
COMMENTS: 
Slight response to PP450. 










































TITLE: Take-All Control by I.C.I. PP450 
TRIAL NO.: 86AL58 
LOCATION: G. Kilpatrick KAMBELLUP 
OFFICERS: J. Moore G. MacNish T. Wilkinson 
AIM: To determine the yield response of crops 
treated with feriliser impregnated with PP450 
in high Take-All risk situations. 






1982 Pasture 90kg/ha super 
1983 Pasture 90kg/ha super 
1984 Barley 100 kg/ha super 
1985 Pasture No fertiliser 
DIARY: 
9/6 Spray Roundup lOOOml/ha 
at 80 kg/ha 
at 80 kg/ha plus 
at 80 kg/ha plus 
.:lt 80 kg/ha plus 
at 80 kg/ha plus 
19/6 Seed to Aroona wheat at 80kg/ha 
30/7 Spray Hoegrass 1 1/ha 
31/12 Grain Yield 
RESULTS: 
GRAIN YIELD (KG/HA) 
RATE 
NO. g.a.i./ha 1 2 3 4 5 
l 0 982 922 623 1006 838 
2 50 886 838 778 754 826 
3 lOO 730 718 754 850 886 
4 150 766 934 862 730 934 
5 200 910 730 1042 982 790 
COMMENTS: 
No yield response to PP450. 
- 36 -
PP450 at so g.a.i./ha 
PP450 at 100 g. a. i./ha 
P.t'4SU at 150 g.a.i./ha 
PP450 at 200 g. a. i./ha 
6 MEAN 
635 834 
383 744 
754 782 
790 836 
802 876 
257 
